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Pulling Grip For Loose Tube Fiber Optic Cable, Galvanized Steel

Diameter Range  
Inches (cm)

Maximum Breaking  
Strength Lbs.

Working  
Load Lbs.

E 
Eye Length  
Inches (cm)

M 
Mesh Length  
Inches (cm)

D 
Lug Diameter  
Inches (cm)

A 
Eye Diameter  
Inches (cm) Catalog Number

.312"-.625" (.79-1.59) 3,000 600 6.3" (16.00) 22.5" (57.15) .51" (1.30) .20" (.51) PFOLT312

Pulling Grip for Loose Tube Fiber Optic Cable, Galvanized Steel
Kellems offers a wire mesh specifically designed to pull loose tube fiber optic cable and meet the 
special pulling requirements recommended by fiber optic cable manufacturers.

Many fiber optic cable manufacturers require special cable preparation prior to pulling where 
a short section of the outer jacket is stripped off exposing the aramid strength member. This 
creates two cable diameters, one including the jacket and a second smaller diameter at the 
strength member. Kellems fiber grip with its special weave will accommodate and securely grab 
both diameters, at the outside jacket and the internal aramid strength member.

Additionally, this galvanized steel mesh grip has longer leads at the pulling eye to facilitate pulling 
the cable up through the top, a very low profile lug and eye to slip through tight areas, and short 
shoulders to protect the cable while maintaining the slim profile.

The grip can be used to pull cable overhead as well as underground through conduit and duct.  
It easily mates with a swivel and has the necessary strength to securely make pulls.

Application Information

• Prior to pulling cable, follow cable manufacturers’ cable preparation recommendations 
• Never exceed cable manufacturers’ pulling tension recommendations 
• Never use grips to approximate breaking strength safety factor of 5 recommended

IMPORTANT:
Read all breaking strength, 
safety and technical data 
relating to this product.

Refer to pages X-44 and X-45.
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